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m depth) effectively smoothed over and did not capture the least depth on most of the rocks, permission was 
obtained from NOAA to provide the final surface at 1 m resolution. The 1 m resolution adequately captures 
the least depth (within allowable TVU) for the vast majority of the rocks and minimized the quantity of 
designated soundings necessary. Data density is also adequate to support gridding at 1 m, with greater than 
99% of the 1 m grid cells having at least 5 soundings. Correspondence is included in Appendix II.

C. Vertical and Horizontal Control

Additional information discussing the vertical or horizontal control for this survey can be found in the 
accompanying HVCR.

C.1 Vertical Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

ERS Datum Transformation

The following ellipsoid-to-chart vertical datum transformation was used:

Method Ellipsoid to Chart Datum Separation File

ERS via ERTDM  R341KR2019_ERTDM_NAD83-MLLW

Table 11: ERS method and SEP file

All soundings were reduced to MLLW using the ERTDM NAD83 to MLLW separation model grid file
provided by NOAA using ERS methodology.

Discrete tide zones were generated using project gauge data but were used for comparison purposes only.

A comparison between the provided ERTDM model and a ERZT model created using the tide zones was
undertaken. There is generally good agreement between the models, with project-wide agreement averaging
0.033 m with a standard deviation of 0.271 m.

See the HVCR for additional information.

C.2 Horizontal Control

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). 
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The projection used for this project is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 3.

The following PPK methods were used for horizontal control:

• RTX

The Trimble PP-RTX subscription-based correction service within POSPac was used for final positioning.
Results were good overall, usually at 0.10 m or better vertically. Refer to the DAPR for additional detail.

RTK

The survey vessels were configured to receive RTK-level correctors via Hemisphere AtlasLink SBAS
(L-band) receivers. This was utilized throughout the survey on the ASV-CW5 but only briefly at the start
of operations on the Q105. However, all real-time correctors were superseded in processing with PPK
correctors from Applanix POSPac. Refer to the DAPR for additional detail.

WAAS

The FAA Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) was used for real-time positioning on the Q105 for the
majority of the survey. These positions were superseded in processing with PPK correctors from Applanix
POSPac, as described in the DAPR.

D. Results and Recommendations

D.1 Chart Comparison

The chart comparison was performed by examining the best-scale Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs)
that intersect the survey area. The latest edition(s) available at the time of report compilation were used.

The chart comparison was accomplished by overlaying the finalized BASE surface(s) with shoal-biased
soundings and the final feature file (FFF) on the charts in CARIS HIPS. The general agreement between
charted soundings and survey soundings was then examined and a more detailed comparison was undertaken
for any shoals or other dangerous features. In areas where a large scale chart overlapped with a small scale
chart, only the larger scale chart was examined.

When comparing to survey data, chart scale was taken into account so that 1 mm at chart scale was
considered to be the valid radius for charted soundings and features.

Results are shown in the following sections. It is recommended that in all cases of disagreement this survey
should supersede charted data.

USCG Notice to Mariners (NM) and USCG Local Notice to Mariners (LNM) for District 17 from week
26/2019 through 34/2019 were checked and no items were found that affected the survey area.
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